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PART I FORM OF SIIBMISSIONS

I . This note is in a fomi suitable for publication on the internet.
PART U SEVERANCE

General principles
2.

Section ISA of the Acts I"ternreiaiz'on Act 1901 (Cth) "reversetSI the prosuin tion that a
statute Is to operate as a whole, so that the intention of the legislature is to be t k
prima facie to be that the enactment should be divisible and that any parts found

constitutionalIy objectionable should be carried into effect indo endentl of tho lit h
fail". I
10

3. This "new presumption" will be displaced if "the othenvise unob'oction bl '

would operate differently upon the persons, matters or things fallin under it or i

other way would produce a different result",' or if there is "a positive indication Iwhichl
appears in the enactment that the legislature intended it to have either a full d

complete operation or none at all".' The presumption of severability is not, howev ,
displaced Inorely by "a legislative aspiration that the enactment is to o Grate full th
tenns in which it is expressed".' It is necessary to go further and conclud th t th
legislative intention was that, if the on aciment did not o Grate full in th t
which it is expressed, it was not to operate at all5
20

Bank QINew South Wales v Commonwealth (1948) 76 CLR I at 371 (Dixon J). See also Horni t n v L we

(1996) 190 CLR 311 at 326-328 (Brennan CJ, Dawson, Toohey, Gaudron, MCHu h and G W J ;
R"fro"i , Direct, " of Patib, (Nonn{) IN, 21 (2005) 222 CLR 580 at 586 1201 (Gleeson CJ, Gunun I
Hawe
and Heydon JJ); Australian Railways Union v Victorian Railways Commissioners (1930) 44 CLI;
319 at 374 (Isaacs CD.
2
3

Bank QINew South Wales , Commonwealth (1948) 76 CLR I at 371 (DIXon J)

Coin & Sons Pty Ltd v The Chiefsecretaiy of New South Wales (1951) 84 CLR 442 at 454 (D' ,
Williams, Webb, Fullagar and Kitto JJ). See also Knight v Victoria (2017) 261 CLR 306 at 325 t35 th'
Court); Victoria , Commonwealth dndttstria! Relations Act Case, I (1996) 187 CLR 4/6 at 502 (Br rin n CJ,

Toohey, Gaudron, MCHugh and Gummow JJ). '

30
4

5

Knight, Vitro, in (2017) 261 CLR 306 at 325 1351 (the Court); 74/10wr v New South Wales (2014) 254 CLR

508 at 585 11691 (GagelerI). '
Knigh!v Picky. i0 (2017) 261 CLR 306 at 325 1351 (the Court)
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:

Severance if s 302CA is beyond legislative power or contrar to Matbo"rin C

4. If the Court concludes, contrary to the Coriumonwealth's submissions, that s 302CA(I)
of the Cth Electoral Act is :

(a) valid in so far as it applies to funds that are "required to be" used for the u OSes

of incurring electoral expenditure or creating or communicating electoral matter;
but

(b) invalid in so far as it applies to funds that "may be" so used;
then the Coriumonwealth submits that this invalid operation can be severed. Th t '

whether the invalid operation arises because in that operation s 302CA(I) is be ond
10

Coriumonwealth legislative power, or because it is contrary to the Melbourne
Corporation principle.
5.

In that event, all that would be required to preserve the validit of s 302CA ' th

severance (meaning "blue-pencilling") of the words marked in strike-through below:
302CA

Relationship with State and Territory electoral laws
Giving, receiving or retaining g;/is

(1) Despite any State or Territory electoral law, a person or entity may:
(a) give a gift to, or for the benefit of, a political entity, a political
campaigner or a third party (a gilt recjpie"t); or

(b) if the person or entity is a gift recipient-receive or retain a gift;

20

or

(c) on behalf of a gift recipient, receive or retain a gift;
if

(d) this Division does not prohibit the giving, receiving or retaining
of the gift; and

(6)

the gift, or part of the gift, is required to beref-^>"-lee; used for
the purposes of incurring electoral expenditure, or creating or
coriumunicating electoral matter, in accordance with subsection
(2)

(2)

A gift, or part of a gift, is required to be^^I}+a>,-13e; used for a purpose
of incurring electoral expenditure, or creating or coriumunicatin
electoral matter, if

30

(a) any ternis set by the person or entity providing the gift

explicitly require er--alle\ the gift or part to be used for that
purpose (whether or not those ternis are enforceable);<;if
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6.

Section ISA has been recognised as having particular application "in relati t
particular clauses, provisos and qualifications, se aratel ex ressed, which are beyond

legislative power"'.' That is the case here: the words to be severed are readil Id t'f d,
and their identification follows closely from the limitation on power that (by

hypothesis) results in the invalid operation of those severed words ' in such a case, "the
question usually is whether the operation or effect of the remainder of the Act u on th

persons or things to which it would apply would be changed if the clauses, Tovisos and
qualifications held bad were excised" ' Here "the o eration of the s b t t'

provisions of the Act Inamely, s 302CAl is correspondingly limited but their operation
10

is otherwise unaffected".' Following severance of the kindidentified above, s 302CA(I)
would operate 9/1/51 to peruiit the giving, receiving and retention of a gift which is
required to be used for the purposes of incurring "electoral expenditure" (as defined in

s 287AB) or creating or coriumuritcating "electoral matter" (as defined in s 41\. A). With
respect to gifts of that kind, the operation of s 302CA(I) would be entirely unaffected
by the severance of the identified words. It would not "o Grate differentl th
persons, matters or things falling under it". 10
7.

No intention to displace s ISA, so as to prevent the severance identified above, I
evident in the statutory text. Nor does any such Intention emerge from the extrinsic
materials. To the contrary, the Revised Explanatory Memorandum accom an in the

20

Electoral Legislation Amendrrient (Electoral Funding and Disclosure Reform) Bill2018
(Cth) described s 302CA as ensuring that State and Territory laws do not, amon other
things, "restrict the use of a gift for Coriumonwealth electoral u OSes" ' ' That bel
central pulpose of the provision, it can be readily inferred that Parliament would have
intended the balance of the section to operate even if the severed art could not. The
6

7

8
9

Victoria v Commonwealth dadustrial Relations Act Case, I (1996) 187 CLR 4/6 at 502 (BTOnnan CJ,

Toohey, Gaudron, MCHugh and Gullunow JJ) (emphasis added). '
See PIbtoria v

Commonwealth dadustrio/ Relations Act Case) (1996) 187 CLR 4/6 at 502-503
(BTOnnan CJ, Toohey, Gaudron, MCHugh and Gunrrnow JJ)

R , Poole, . Expa"te Hen, yIN0 21 (1939) 61 CLR 634 at 652 coixon J)

Picto"ia v Commonwealth dadt4stria! Relations Act Case, I (1996) 187 CLR 4/6 at 503 (Brennan CJ,

Toohey, Gaudron, MCHugh and Gummow ID. '

30
10
11

Bank QIN^w Sonth Water, C, mm, "wealth (1948) 76 CLR I at 371 (Di^on I)
Revised Explanatory Memorandum, Electoral Legislation Amendment (Electoral Fundin and Disclosure
Refonm) Bill2018 (Cth) at'51 t2251.
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certainly no basis to draw the contrary inference (that being the inference that would
need to be drawn to exclude s ISA), because the part of s 302CA that would remain

following severance would concern gifts required to be used for federal electoral
purposes, and would therefore fall squarely within the stated purpose of the provision.
8.

If the identified words were severed, s 302CA(I) would not apply to peruiit the giving,
receiving or retention of an untied gift. That means the giving, receipt or retention of
such a gift could be prohibited by State or Territory law, and in that event the gift would
not be available to be used by a person in one of the classes identified in s 302CA. If,
however, the giving, receipt or retention of an untied gift was not prohibited by State or
Territory law, and such a gift was received and kept by a person in one of the classes

10

Identified in s 302CA, then s 302CA(4) would validly apply to permit the use of that
untied gift for the purposes of incurring "electoral. expenditure" or creating or
comumnicating "electoral matter". Queensland accepted in its witten subrntssions in

chief at 1/141, and the Conmionwealth agrees, that s 302CA(4) is valid and severable
from anyinvalid operation of s 302CA(I) and (2).
9.

There is no reason to sever s 302CA(3). That sub-section would not be invalid on either
of the bases referred to at 141 above, so it would be invalid only if its operation cannot
be separated from that of the severable words identified above. However, while the
severance of those words would substantially reduce the occasions on which
s 302CA(3) would operate, '' s 302CA(3)(b)(Ii) would retain a residual operation in

20

relation to gifts that are donated on ternis that require them to be used for the purposes
of incorring "electoral expenditure" or creating or communicating "electoral matter"

(thereby engaging s 302CA(2)(a)), but which are at any subsequent time kept or
identified by the gift recipient to be used only for State or Territory electoral purposes.
That is a real possibility, given that the ternis on which the gift is provided may not be
enforceable (as s 302CA(2)(a) expressly acknowledges). If s 302CA(3) had been
severed, there would be nothing to roll back the operation of s 302CA(I) so as to pennit
the operation of State or Territory electoral law in cases where a gift was provided on
ternis that it be used for federal electoral purposes, but was later identified for use for
State or Territory electoral pulposes

30
12

Transcript of Proceedings, 5108nce v Queens!ond (HCA NO B35/2018,15 March 2019) at 248.1ines 1108911095
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10. Finally, the statutory text and extrinsic materials suggest s 302CA is intended to treat
State and Territory laws alike. Therefore the Commonwealth does not contend that

s 302CA should be given its full operation with respect to 111^^ electoral laws, if it
calmot have that operation with respect to State electoral laws.
Consequences of severance

I I . The declaration which the plaintiff seeks in his further amended statement of claim

concerns the validity of, in effect, s 275 of the Qld Electoral Act and s I 13 of the Qld
LG Electoral Act. The validity of s 302CA only arises irisofar as that bears upon the
validity of those two Queensland provisions
10

12. In its oral reply submissions, Queensland confinned that it did not contend that any part
of s 275 of the Qld Electoral Act (and, one infers, s I 13 of the Qld LG Electoral Act)
would remain operative if :!!!,{_12:!^ of it was inconsistent with s 302CA of the Cth
Electoral Act, '3 in those circumstances, it follows that it is sufficient for the Court to

resolve the challenge to the Queensland provisions for it to conclude that those
provisions are inconsistent with at least some valid operation of s 302CA. As the
Queensland provisions plainly purport to prohibit donations even if those donations are
made on ternis that require them to be used for federal electoral purposes '' they are
inconsistent with the valid operation of s 302CA(I) identified above. The Queensland
provisions are therefore invalid in their entirety, irrespective of whether or not s 302CA
validly applies to untied donations.

20

13. in light of the above, this is a case in which the Court should address severance as a
threshold point '5 because provided the Court holds on a final basis that severance of
any potentially invalid aspect of s 302CA would be possible, it necessarily follows that
s 302CA(I) has sufficient valid operation to invalidate the Queensland provisions. In
those circumstances, the Court need not, and therefore should not 16 detennine the

13

hansctipt of Pro. ^^dings, 5:0e"ce , gwee"sinnd (HCA NO B35/2018,15 March 2019) at 269-270, lines
12054-12058

14

As is implicitly accepted in Queensland's reading down subimssions: Transcript of Proceedings, Spence v
Q",^"sinnd OTCA NO B35/2018, 14 March 2019) at 194, lines 8640-8646; see also Tmns. tipt of
Proceedings, $j, ,"car Q", e", land (HCA NO B35/2018,15 March 2019) at 244-245, lines 10905-10921

15

Knight v Victoria (2017) 261 CLR 306 at 326 t371 (the Court); 74170wr, New South Wales (2014) 254 CLR
508 at 589 t1761 (Gageler J)

16

DimeQn v New South 1701es (2015) 255 CLR 388 at 410 1521 (the Court)
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constitutional questions that it would need to decide in order to detenntne whether any
part of s 302CA is invalid, for to do so would go beyond what is necessary to decide
this Case. 17

14. Accordingly, while the questions reserved in tlTe special case are expressed in a fonn
that invites the Court to detennine the extent of any invalidity of s 302CA, the Court

may consider it urinecessary and therefore inappropriate to answer any reserved
question conceimng the invalidity of s 302CA.
Merit^"!b'

15. The Cornmonwealth relies on its oral submissions" on the question of reading down in
the event that, contrary to the Coriumonwealth's submissions, the retrospective operation

10

of s 302CA(3)(b)(11) is invalid by reason of any principle in U"tversity, of 17'0110ngong v
Mein, qily. 19
Dated: 28 March 2019
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Knight, Pi, tofu (2017) 261 CLR 306 at 324-325 t331 (the Coin)

18

Transcrlpt of Proceedings, ,^;pence v Queenslond (HCA NO B35/2018,14 March 2019) at 155-156.1ines
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6894-6912
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(1984) 158 CLR447
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